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Do you want to be a
‘High Flyer’?
Your aim this year is to complete
as many challenge tasks as you
can.
All curriculum areas have set you a challenge task and
the aim of each task is to extend your learning and encourage you to further develop skills in each subject area .

Are you up to the challenge?
ENGLISH

GEOGRAPHY

Web Enquiry :

There are 12 challenges for you to undertake and they
can be completed in any particular order. Up to a
maximum of 10 air miles will be awarded for each task
you undertake.
When you have completed a
challenge task, you need to submit
it to the relevant department—
they will determine how many air
miles to award and put a stamp in
your passport.

MATHS

1) Write down
any
Read: 'The Adventure of the
3
digit
number
Speckled Band' by Sir Arthur
where the first digit is 2 or
Conan Doyle.
more than the last digit: e.g.
www.eastoftheweb.com/short 743
2) Reverse the digits.
-stories/ UBooks/
3) Subtract the smaller numdveSpec.shtml
ber from the larger.
4) Reverse the digits of your
Write: A murder mystery story answer.
with a twist in the tale.
5) Add them.
6) Repeat the process with
two new 3 digit numbers.
7) What do you notice?

‘Global Warming’

The aim of this enquiry is to
find out about the effects of
global warming. The assignment is to produce a report
on global warming for
parents.
http://www.sln.org.uk/
geography/enquiry/
we1.htm

HISTORY
Produce a
display
entitled :
‘This Week in History’.
Include an image and
research about the
events you include. Aim
to find out about 10
events. You might want
to start your research
here: http://
www.history.com/thisday-in-history http://
www.historyplace.com/
specials/calendar/

SCIENCE
Write a patient leaflet to
explain what MRSA is and
why it is a problem in hospitals. Please include ways
it can be prevented.

RE
a) Create a story board
of a Bible story where
Jesus encourages us to
help others or where he
helps others himself.
b) Research a Key Figure who works to fight
poverty and injustice in
the world. Create a
presentation about this
person.

ICT
Animated Name

FRENCH
GERMAN
Design a
Research Christmas in
resource
Germany or find out
Complete the course to
that can be used in
about Fasching and
create your own animated
the classroom to help present as a fact file,
name using Java Script. Show
students learn the
power-point presenyour teacher the work you
French for different
tation, video etc.
have done.
www.codecademy.com/
types of music or mucourses/animate-yoursical instruments.
name/0/1

DRAMA

MUSIC

Choose a part of the
world that has interesting
music. Research the music
Research the style of
MELODRAMA. What makes and create a power point
this style of theatre different presentation, commenting on instruments,
from others? Does it still
mood and style.
exist today and in what
form?

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
www.papertoys.com
Look on the website and
complete one of the modelling activities.

FOOD
Plan and
prepare a meal
that includes
all sections of ‘The Eatwell
Plate’
Evidence
Plan to show how to make
the meal.
Reasons for choice.
Photograph/s of the final
product/s

ART
Look on
the website: Liverpool
Museum www.liverpoolmuseums.o
rg.uk/walker/schoolsgroups/
Activity: Complete one of
the drawing activities from
Liverpool's Biggest Big
Draw Activity Pack

A Medal of Honour?
To achieve the:

‘Gold Award’
You to need collect between
90 and 120 air miles.

To achieve the:

‘Silver Award’
You to need collect between
50 and 89 air miles.

To achieve the:

‘Bronze Award’
You to need collect between
30 and 49 air miles.

